ABOUT ME

Hi everyone! I’m a first-year geographer from Chester, and would love to be your environmental rep next year to carry on from Kelsey’s amazing work 😊 As a geographer, of course I spend lots of time thinking about the environment and it would be great to work towards this with the Annes community.

SOME IDEAS

- Collaborate with the other JCR committee members, such as entz and charity reps, to do events that support environmental charities, and raise awareness
- Make some bee hotels
- Share reminders about small ways to help with sustainability e.g. events, apps, Unboxed Shop
- Most important part will be taking on board suggestions from you all and trying to put as many as possible into action!

WHY VOTE FOR ME

In Yr12 I was the head anti-bullying ambassador for the Diana Award Charity, and then head of my school the next year. In both roles I led a team of around 30 people, where we did fundraising and organized lots of different events - I really enjoyed it so would love to do similar things in the environmental role next year!

I’ve also volunteered for a local environmental RECORDS charity, a marine conservation charity and of course been part of Geogsoc for years.

(Also my last name is Hard af Segerstad-Smith, so working hard is literally in my name)

“Mia is really nice and environment is really nice so same” – Ayesha Chakravarti, JCR VP 2022-23